During my Fall 2013 sabbatical, I extensively revised my book, *Moving Between the Lines*, which was introduced in Becker, C. & Corey, F. (2003) “Geocommunication: A paradigm of place,” in Clair, R. (Ed.) *Expressions of Ethnography* Albany: SUNY Press, into an ethnographic memoir. The revision developed from my participation in two writing courses taught by Darien Gee, the author of *Writing the Hawaii Memoir* published by Watermark Press, Honolulu, 2014. Additionally, I have been invited to participate in her Master Course for published memoir writers during Fall 2014. As a result of these activities, I also designed and launched a new online writing intensive course, Family Communication (Com/WS 420) that includes these materials.

I completed an article about teaching ethnography as it relates to cultural, organizational, and individual transformation. This article expanded on a collaboration that I initiated with Rick Evans from Cornell University in an article called, “Changing the Question Changes the Conversation: Qualitative Research Methods, Ethnography, and the Transformation of Engineering Education” that was published in the *Proceedings of the Research in Engineering Education Symposium* (REES) and research conducted with my students presented at the Oceanic Popular Culture Association Annual Meeting in Honolulu and at the Western Communication Association Conference in San Francisco. I submitted the article to the *Western Journal of Communication*; it was rejected. However, I plan on revising the article based on the feedback of the reviewers.

I also participated in several additional intensive workshops where I was able to cultivate new ideas and information that has been integrated into Com 344: Sustainability, Communication, and Culture and Com 200: Interpersonal Communication. The Com 344 course meets the Global Citizenship requirement for University of Hawaii, Hilo students; it was developed as a result of a Finger Lakes Project Grant and my residency at Ecovillage Ithaca.

Thank you for the opportunity to delve more deeply into research and experiences that enrich my scholarship and teaching. I will schedule a presentation/discussion related to these activities at the University of Hawaii, Hilo during Fall 2014.